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Ma'at Bolverk
Ma'at Bolverk at a Glance

Species: Yamataian
Gender: Female

Age: 26
Zodiac Sign: Scorpio

Height: 5'3
Weight: 120.3 Lb.

Organization Star Army Reserve
Rank Jôtô Hei

Occupation(s) Medic
Current Placement Fort Victory Reserve Center

Physical Characteristics

Family/Creators: A brother, but cannot remember what he looks like. Parents are dead.

Measurements: Average

Bra Size: C

Build and Skin Color: Average build and Flesh skin color

Facial Features and Eye Color: Grey eyes and a beauty mark underneath her right eye

Hair color and Style: Blue hair

Distinguishing Features: thin, silver glasses that have many uses as in x-ray vision, infra-red, and
night vision.

Psychological Characteristics

Personality: Ma'at is a very kind girl. She will help anyone that needs it, but only if she thinks you
deserve it. The death of her parents' have made her very cautious about the people around her. She will
occasionally go to parties but she would rather stay in her room, reading manga or some huge book that
she happened to find. She is usually seen in casual clothes, jeans and a shirt. But at times, Ma'at is
known to wear dresses or dress pants. Ma'at is not a very brave person. She would fight, if she had too,
since she did train in it. But she would rather just stay behind the scenes.

Likes: reading, research, genetics, technology, training

Dislikes: anything that alters the mind (ex: drugs and alcohol), ignorant or illogical people, bloddy
battles
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Goals: To be the best genetic engineer, to find out why her parents were killed, and to find her brother.

History

Ma'at was born on an orbiting station, where she lived with her family. They were versed in diffrent types
of technology. They lived happily and contently on their space station. Ma'at grew up hearing about the
GP-12 rifle that her parents helped develope. Being around them, she and her brother picked up
information as they grew up, making them very smart and intune with technology. Ma'at was good at
genetics while her brother was good at engineering.

Everything was going great until Ma'at was about 18. She had been out with one of her friends, walking
around the space station when all of a sudden the station was completely shaken with an explosion. It
was later that she found out that it had been her family's home that had been attacked. Her parents were
found dead. But as much as everyone looked for her brother, no one could find him. Wanting to find her
brother, the only family that she had left, she almost drove herself crazy looking for him.

With his name forever in her head, Ma'at decided to do something about it and find out who had killed
her parents and where her brother could be. She went to collage, where she majored in genetics and
medicine, planning to go into the army. After she finished school, Ma'at then went into the training
program where she spent almost three years in.

Now she hopes to get assigned to a ship that could hopefully get her that much closer to finding her only
family.

Skills:

Communication: Ma'at is familiar with basic radio operation and procedures and can make
transmissions to and receive transmissions from others through headsets, starships, power armor, and
shuttles in both combat and non-combat conditions. Ma'at is fluent in English. She can speak and write
both correctly and efficiently and can write reports, fill forms, issue orders under fire, etc.

Fighting: Ma'at received hand-to-hand combat training, followed up with a rigorous training program.
She is skilled and experienced in combat both in Yamatai-like conditions and in zero-gravity, with and
without weapons. Weapons she is trained in include energy pistols, knives, and power armor.

Technology Operation: Ma'at is capable of operating any computer system that uses the Kessaku OS,
found on all Star Army starships. She is proficient in entering and/or searching for information.
Mathematics: Ma'at received basic mathematics training, to including up to algebra and trigonometry.

Medical and Science: Ma'at went to school and took a medical path while studying there. She is
efficient in typical first aid and medicine. She is also a great surgeon and is good a cybernetic
installations.

Physical: Along with her fighting training, Ma'at also took extra coursing. She is a very fast runner, able
to get from one place to another quickly when needed and is very flexible thanks to training in
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acrobatics.

Biology: Ma'at is very versed in genetics and any technology involving it. She specializes in regenerative
genetics, which she learned from her parents.

Awards:

 Mission to transport goods to NovaCorp

 For exploration, however minor, of the area east-southeast of Galactic Core

 For particpating in routing out a potential threat to the Empire

 For surviving a battle against two SMX destroyers while severely outclassed

 YSS Goban vs. SMX Destroyer (Alpha 01 and 02)

OOC Notes

Ma'at and zephyrite's character, Galar Vanatosk, are siblings. Yet they don't remember each other.

OOC Notes

Character is played by TensaiDreamer1).

Character Data
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